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FROM THE EDITORS DESK
-Padma

Hello My Dear Toastmasters!! Here is yet
another newsletter and I First and foremost
would like to thank Athira for making me
realise that every person needs to be a little
responsible at some point of time. A big
thanks to Pradeep who has been
instrumental in bringing about this
newsletter. Being the editor of this
newsletter has made me unfold "The Another Me", the one
who takes up responsibility and carries out to the best
possible extent. I have learnt a few important things being the
editor. To name a few I have learnt how to approach people,
how to shoulder responsibility and to wrap up things on time.
And i am indeed looking forward to being an editor all over
again sometime. A special thanks to my mentor Rhagavan and
also to all the other toastmasters in CSF who have helped me
grow in the past few months. I would also like to thank all the
toastmasters who have taken time and contributed to this
newsletter. Thank You All and Happy Reading!

Pradeep
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FROM THE PRESIDENTS DESK
- Goutham Varma P, CL
I consider it a great pleasure to reach
out to you all through this column in
our Newsletter. It gives me great
pleasure to address you through this
column for the third time in this term.
It has been a great 3 months for our
club with the successful completion of
our
club
contests
and
our
representatives going on to sweep the
area contests too.
However, contests alone aren't the reason that I'm happy
about our club. These days when I walk into Ruby Hall, I see a
lot of bright and satisfied faces.. Faces which were burning
with the desire to improve when they joined the club.
I see people very excited to come and attend our meetings on
Sunday morning instead of covering them in bedwraps. It
might seem a very small thing, but this is most important for a
club to be successful. By satisfying the expectations of club
members, we are achieving the primary goal of a having a
Toastmaster club.
Ever since the dawn of our club, Chennai Speakers Forum, we
have grown strength to strength.With the support of fellow
members, Senior Toastmasters and an excellent Area team to
help us move forward, I'm sure CSF is going to reach out
farther and farther into greatness. Godspeed!
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The Another Me
- Aishwarya Chandrasekaran
“WE ARE THEIR GUARDIANS
WE ARE THEIR VOICE
SPEAK UP AND BE HEARD”
People can judge us by our attire. People
can judge us by our looks. People can
just judge us by our wealth. But all this
can never truly define a person. The only
attribute that truly defines us is the
values we set for ourselves and how
strongly we hold on to it. Values are like
fingerprints, they leave our trail all over
the place. So Toastmasters, take a few
minutes off from your busy schedules,
create your own identity by analysing your values in life. One
principle that I have tried my best to follow all these years of
my existence is to prevent cruelty to animals.
Did you know that 40-50 million animals are killed every year
for their fur?
Did you know that 140 billion animals are killed every year
for human consumption?
Did you know that 50-100 million animals are being killed in
the cruellest way possible for animal testing?
There has been much debate and controversy on this topic
including government interventions. Organizations like
5
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People for animals and blue Cross are striving to bring about
some change in the minds of people. Animals are being
brutally hurt and killed both intentionally to satisfy human
needs and unintentionally due to lack of awareness.
Some suggestions for you to contribute to this cause:
 I know it is difficult for non-vegetarians to become
vegans in a very short span of time (including me). For a
start, you can reduce it to once a month and try finding
all possible reasons to avoid consuming non vegetarian
food.
 You can make sure that you are using products like
shampoos and medicines that are not animal tested. The
internet can help you out with this.
 If you see an animal injured in your neighborhood,
immediately inform Blue cross. A single call can save a
life.
 Support animal shelters so that it increases your
awareness on the problems faced by animals and also
creates an emotional connect with the issues faced by
those animals.
 Get your college or office colleagues you work with to
help you to raise funds for local shelters.
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 Adopt an animal. I assure you that it will be wonderful
addition to your beautiful family.
As human beings, God has given us the opportunity to voice
out our opinions, thoughts and concerns. Unfortunately, a dog
on which a stone is being pelted or a chicken locked up in a
cage cannot voice out the fear and pain they undergo. So this
is the other me trying to bring about a small change in the
society starting with myself. So toastmasters, let us all join
hands together so that the world becomes a better place to
live in for these beautiful creatures.
TOASTMASTERS INTERNATIONAL- TIMELINE
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My Life
- RAJESH DHANAPAL
1984 November 21, I took a chance to
Google this date, to search for famous
personalities born on that day.
Fortunately or unfortunately I could not
find one, on the fortunate side, I will be
the first guy in the future to be listed out
as “born” on this day. On the
unfortunate side, there was no fortune
seen on that day by anyone so far.
From my childhood, I had special privileges given by my
parents and sisters, just because I was the most awaited boy
child in the family. With more special privileges comes more
laziness and that’s exactly what happened to me. Yes, I
became very lazy.
Love of my mother is incomparable to other things in my life;
saying that, I feel I really have not done something wonderful
for her, and I could not also. My father was a local politician
and an extremely hard working labourer in TVS Breaks India
Limited. My sisters used to tell me that my father used to
enquire about my studies after I went to sleep and the reason
behind that care was nothing but his hard labour in his
company. More or less he had to stand for 8 to 9 hours, every
day to operate the machines non-stop. He used to say it was
very difficult to take a break. Life went on, my bad fate kicked
into my life; I lost both my father & mother in the early years
of teenage. Fortunately my sisters were 8 and 10 years older
8
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than me and they were already married and had kids too. I did
my higher education and graduation & post-graduation
staying with my elder sister in Chennai.
I have gone through several incidents by the decisions that
were made by the government which could impact a person’s
life like mine. From my childhood I had the habit of asking the
question ‘Why’ for everything inside myself and then defining
an answer that is satisfactory just for me. My first quest for
searching for answers in life came in my late teenage and I
had started the quest with Bhagavat Gita which was not
satisfactory for me at that time. Later in the graduation days, I
came across Hussley’s essays, including few sentences on Leo
Tolstoy’s dialectic intellectual writing. This was the triggering
point to my intellectual childhood habit of asking WHY. I
started to shine in oration, JAM, presentations in graduation
days in DG Vaishnav College.
I joined Loyola College for MCA and those days were most
fruitful and the most progressive days in terms of my learning
and speaking skills. Several people that I admire in my life are
the ones whom I met in this college campus. Progressively I
have learned many scientific theories which I had learnt in my
schooling, including the big bang theory, Darwin’s theory of
evolution, actual hifi subjects like neural networks, all with
complete theoretical & computational understanding.
These subjects made to think on Neural Linguistic
programming that is something I wanted to do as my final
project with a couple of my friends but which ended in vain. I
was part of Microsoft student partner which is an
9
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international level program carried over locally in major
cities. I was a placement coordinator for my department. I
successfully got the placement with Citi, and I joined Citi even
for my final year project. Today, I have 6 years of experience
in IT and banking domain and have worked with 4 companies
already unfortunately.
With these 29 years of life experience, I am still learning.
Whenever possible I help others around me to learn by
helping them out on various subjects where I have experience
in. My strength is my knowledge on German idealism and my
strong belief in Marxism. I’m passionate about astrology and
in operating computers.
I still enjoy reading scientific articles & wiki every day, writing
controversial things on Facebook and putting Marx’s view on
every major issue is my hobby. My goal is to become the
Prime Minister of this nation or atleast I want to become like
Friedrich Engels for India by writing the Marxist view point
for complex Indian societies, structures, religions, and
legislation.
I’m very confident that one day, I’ll become famous … and I
hope my Toastmasters experience will help me reach my goal,
faster.
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Twisted Moments
- KANNAN, CC, CL
The very twisted moment of my life!
There were so many twisted moments of
my life, right from trying to steal
something from the kitchen to getting
caught hitting my classmate for stealing
my pencil.
It was my first interview. It was a
multinational company and was known
best for its twisted aptitude tests.
I will not tell you the name of the company, but just the
initials of it.
Its T, C and S.
My college had made me undergo a rigorous training with
aptitude questions which would constitute the first round of
my interview.
I learnt the aptitude questions hard because if I didn’t, I would
have to study them again.
After clearing the aptitudes the final interview came.
It was an IT firm and I was from a mechanical background. My
interview time was scheduled at 4.30 pm and I was called at
7.00 pm. Every student’s mind becomes blank whenever he
enters the exam hall. The same thing happened when I
entered the interview hall.
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There were three people who were sitting opposite to me.
Two of them gave me a strange look and the other one never
looked me at all. I wished them and gave my file.
I sat there wondering what they will ask. The first person
started with a formal chit chat and asked me the first
question.
“You know C, C++ and Java?”
My immediate reply was, “Sorry sir, I don’t know”
Then he dropped my file down and asked what movie did you
recently watch?
I said “Aarambam”. Then I was asked to explain the story.
I started explaining and at one point a hacker was kidnapped.
The second person stopped me and asked, “Why was he
kidnapped?” I said, “He is a hacker and they wanted to hack.”
Immediately he asked, “What is meant by hacking and what is
the difference between hacking and cracking?”
Imagine the reaction of the poor fellow sitting in front of
them.
I felt dejected, depressed and devastated.
I looked at him and I desperately wanted to hear the words,
“your interview is over, you can go.”
But it seemed never ending. He was a fountain of questions
and my answer pond was dry as a desert.
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At the end when everybody else from the room left, he said,
“Thank you, you can go.”
I felt so happy and I was about to make a giant leap towards
the door. The third person opened his mouth and said,
“Kannan where are you going, sit down.”
It was the first sentence that came from his mouth after my
interview started.
He looked at me and said, “We still have some works left
unfinished, once we are done, we can go out.”
As I entered out, the doors locked. I was the last candidate to
come out and I thought they were pushing me out of the room
and the firm.
The results came almost 5 hours after the interview. Contrary
to my expectations, my name was read at the last. And I was
selected. With utmost shock I enquired the HR who
interviewed me. He said, we tried to give you a hard time, but
you managed, welcome to TCS.
Sometimes we get confused with what we are doing. But try
to finish it till the end. At the end everything will be good. If
it’s not good, it’s not the end.
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How to make self-development a habit?
-SARO VELRAJAN, DTM
Introduction:
It was 5 o’clock in the morning. The
alarm clock went off. “Should I wake
up from the bed … or not?” This is the
decision that I had to make every
week on Friday mornings … for nearly
3 years in a row. However, every
single time, I made the decision to
wake up from bed… because, I had to
attend a Toastmasters meeting on
Friday mornings at 7 o’clock. It was
the year 2007.
I was in USA then. Those were the days, when I was finding it
difficult to speak in English. When someone asks me a simple
question such as “Hey Saro! How was your weekend?” I’ll be
frozen as if I was struck by lightning. I’ll smile… say “Good”
and immediately walk away from that person. I was afraid
whether that person will ask me additional questions. I had
about 10 years of working experience, then… but I still was a
Software Engineer. I never grew beyond a Technical role,
because of my poor communication skills.
Today, if someone asks me “How was your weekend?”… I’ll
say “Wow… I had a fantastic time during the weekend… You
know what… we went to a conference in Bangalore and had
an amazing time there. I don’t even know how the two days
went”. Today, I’m a Director Technology in a MNC. I got 3
14
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promotions in the last 4 years. That transformation was made
possible through my continuous self-development.
All of you know that I have been a very ACTIVE toastmaster
for the last 7 years. How did I create time for writing my
speeches? How did I learn to balance between family, work
and Toastmasters? How did I make self-development a habit?
In this article, I’m going to share with you some techniques
that I learned & followed to make Self-Development as a habit.
Let me define what Self-Development is. Self-Development
isn’t just about just developing your communication skills.
You may be having the goal of reducing weight and becoming
fit; you may be having the goal of completing your PMP or
Java Certification; you may be having a goal of doing part-time
MBA – anything that you do to improve yourself … anything
that you do to prepare yourself to perform things
faster/better comes under self-development.
You might’ve heard about the story of the wood cutter who
takes regular breaks to sharpen his saw. The wood cutter who
sharpens the saw regularly will be able to cut more trees than
the wood cutter who works hard, but doesn’t sharpen the
saw. Self-development is improving yourself… making YOU a
BETTER YOU!
This article describes 5 techniques that you can use to make
Self-Development a Habit.
1. Make it URGENT
"I don't have the time to write my next speech!"
15
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When you ask someone "It has been months since you gave a
speech in our club meetings. What happened?" Immediately
they’ll say “I don’t have time”.
Everyone on this planet has the same 24 hours in the day. The
question is: What do you choose to do with yours? All of the
self-help books tell the same thing and the chances are, you
might've already tried some of those things and given up
already!
• Get up early in the morning
• Maintain a to-do list
• Time each and every activity
• Review your time usage regularly
• Yada ... Yada... Yada...
I want to challenge the toastmasters who say ... "I don't have
time to attend the club meetings... or I don't have time to write
a speech script". You have the time with you. You just have
not PRIORITIZED toastmasters in your life. You just have not
PRIORITIZED your need for becoming a better speaker. In
your packed day-to-day life, if your dear ones get sick... you
manage to find time to take them to a hospital; if a
relative/friend drops-in to your home and spends an hour or
two, you are able to engage them; if your vehicle or home
appliance breaks down and needs a repair, you are able to
find time to take it for service; if you get some illness and the
doctor advices you to come for weekly check-ups, you manage
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to find time to go to hospital. How are you able to find time to
do these activities?
The next time you say "I don't have time for doing this... or
doing that", think whether you have really PRIORITIZED that
activity in your life.
You may be interested in developing a daily exercise routine –
however you would continue to postpone it until it becomes
Important & Urgent. One fine day, your doctor is going to say
“You’ve high cholesterol or you have high diabetes” and you
will automatically get up early in the morning to do exercise.
To start with, allocate just 15 minutes every day to spend on
self-development – may be reading books, doing a quick
exercise, or reading newspaper. If make an activity URGENT,
you’ll naturally find ways to schedule it in your day to day,
life.
2. Change Small, Change Often
“Change Small, Change Often” says, Craig Valentine, the World
Champion of Public Speaking.
What do we do when we set self-development as a goal? Let
us take for example, a simple habit of exercising every day.
The moment we want to develop a habit like exercising, we
tend to overdo it. We’ll get up early at 4.30 in the morning to
do Yoga. Then you’ll go to gym for another 2 hours. You’ll do
this for a week and give up because it is practically
unsustainable. Who in the world would find 2 hours every day
for exercising – unless your full time job is to maintain your
body like athletes.
17
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In the year 2001, I read the book “My experiments with
Truth”, by Mahatma Gandhi. Immediately, I got inspired and
wanted to become a pure vegetarian like Gandhi. However, I
didn’t become a “pure vegetarian”, the next day. At first I
stopped eating meat – I continued to have eggs & sea food. It
went on for a year or so. Then I stopped eating eggs and sea
food… but, I continued to have milk and other dairy products.
Later, I stopped eating Pizzas, I stopped eating cake, I stopped
eating curd and ice creams - I became a pure vegetarian (aka
Vegan). It took me about 5 years to transition from a nonvegetarian to a pure-vegetarian. If I had tried to stop eating
meat, eggs and Pizzas on day one, I would’ve soon given up
my quest to become a Pure Vegetarian. Whatever you want to
achieve in life, try to “change small, but change often”.
This will help you to develop and sustain a new habit.

3. Make it Public
Whenever you want to develop a habit, make a public
disclosure. It will help your environment and friends/family
members to understand your goals. You won’t believe how
much support you would get from them.
In the year 2005, I wanted to reduce my weight. I shared my
New Year resolution with my wife. I told her that I want to go
for a brisk walk every day in the morning. She religiously got
up at 5.30 in the morning, woke me up for my morning walk
and she again went back to sleep. I'm not sure if she did that
to help me to achieve my goal or she wanted to sleep
18
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comfortably in the bed. The reminder system helped me to
accomplish my goals and make self-development a habit.
Find out mechanisms to make a public disclosure of your
habit, telling your family/friends, putting it as a backdrop in
your monitor, pasting posters at home/workplace, writing
blogs, updating your status message in Skype/Facebook etc.,
A good friend of mine introduced me to Toastmasters because
I had told everyone that I wanted to improve my
communication skills. Had I not made a public disclosure of
my self-development needs, I wouldn’t have ended up in
Toastmasters.
4. Substitute Bad Habits with Good ones
Most of us here are addicted to bad habits. It all would have
started with just one bad habit. Take for example - you may be
having a habit of "watching TV in the night". When you spend
more time watching TV in the night, you’ll go to bed very late.
You won't be able to get up early in the morning. You won't
have time for a regular exercise. You'll start to gain more
weight and become obese over a period of time. You’ll go to
work late and since you’ve gone to office late, you may end
staying late in the night to complete your work.
Having spent a lot of time at work, whatever little time you
get over the weekends will be spent in relaxing - mostly by
watching television, or movies. You will not find time to read
good books. You'll start to assimilate hundreds of other bad
habits.
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I was no different from you folks until 7 years back. But, I
found that people who lead a balanced life were able to excel
in their career as well as on personal front. I decided to bringin a change into my life.
The first thing that I did is to come home 1 hour early from
work. Instead of spending 12 - 14 hours at work, I started to
spend just 8 hours. I did a better time management during the
day, assigned proper priority to tasks and avoided all the
unwanted activities. This helped me to complete the work in
time. Having come early from work, I wanted to spend that
time usefully. Instead of dining outside, I started to prepare
my food every day at home. I had more time left out after I
was done with the cooking. So, I started to go to the fitness
center. With a balanced diet and regular exercise, I became
more fresh & active. I could do more things in less time. I
realized that I had more time left out in a day.
For quite some time, I had a passion to do a management
degree. I enrolled for a part time MBA program. My whole
world changed after that. In my classes and during various
networking events, I got opportunities to meet new people
from different industries. But I found it hard to initiate or
participate in conversations. I hardly had any topics in
common, to discuss with them. I started to keep track of the
current events, tech-industry, economy, and stock market.
This gave me a wealth of knowledge to participate in any
conversation with strangers.
Bringing a change into your life isn't very easy. Especially, the
habits that were cultivated for a long time, take a long time to
20
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get rid-off. What happens when you go to the battle field with
a wooden stick, and your enemy has a machine gun in hand?
The mechanism that you use to bring in a change has to be
much more powerful and persistent. Stephen Covey, the
author of the famous book "Seven habits of highly effective
people" says "substituting a bad habit with a good habit" is an
easy way to get rid of bad habits.
Many a times New Year Resolutions fail because “People try to
desperately RUN AWAY from their bad behaviors”. Instead of
RUNNING AWAY from something, focus on RUNNING
TOWARDS something. The only time RUNNING AWAY FROM
SOMETHING works is when you are chased by a hungry dog.
When you try hard to UNLEARN your bad habits, you focus
too much on the BAD than focusing on the GOOD. For
example, when delivering a speech, the more you focus on
getting rid of nervousness, the more nervous you become.
Instead, you should focus on how you would feel if you deliver
the speech successfully.
Substitute your bad habits with good ones.
Conclusion
Fellow toastmasters, life is too short to be wasted in doing
things that are mundane.
The story that you want to tell the word tomorrow, is getting
created today. If you continue to do what you do, you’ll
continue to get what you get.
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You cannot be an extraordinary person by just doing
ordinary things like everyone else.
I'm sure you have a passion to follow in your life - may be
becoming a better speaker, doing exercise, or starting your
own company. From President Obama ... to Dr.APJ Abdul
Kalam... all of them have the same 24 hours. If you want your
dreams to come true, make self-development a habit.

CSF at VIVID 2014
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THE JOURNEY THAT CHANGED MY LIFE
-Pranav Vinod Kumar

As all of you, at least most of you
may know that I study in Tanjore and
hence travel a lot from there to
Chennai. Incidentally I think I will be
travelling for the 100th time between
Trichy and Chennai tonight. So I am
going to share with you a journey
from Trichy to Chennai which
happened about a year ago, which
absolutely changed my life and the
way I see my life.
It was a busy Friday evening. Everyone was preparing to leave
to their respective homes as it was an “open holiday”. An open
holiday is one where most of the hostel guys go home (In my
college, one is not always allowed to go home, there a million
restrictions when it comes to hostel life). The monthly tests
had just got over and I was in a bad mood as I had done them
pathetically. I thought that life can’t get worse. I packed my
bags and went to the college entrance to find a huge surge of
students wrestling each other to get into the buses. On seeing
this fish market like situation I became even more frustrated
and thought that I have worst life in the world.
With great difficulty and a torn shirt I finally got into a jam
packed bus. I was hanging from the footboard with two heavy
bags clinging to dear life. There in that bus I saw that the
23
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conductor was seated in his seat and was asking people to
pass the money to him for him to issue the tickets. This was
very unusual because conductors always come around to
issue tickets. Many people who were seated in the rear end of
the bus started hurling abuses at the conductor for not
coming to their respective places.
Then the conductor offered his seat to an old lady and started
slowly walking through the crowd to the rear end of the bus
to issue the tickets. He was not at all angry with people who
scolded him with abusive language but issued them tickets
with a smile. It was then that I realized that he had only one
leg. The other one was a false one. I then found out from him
that he had lost a leg in an accident but still continues to work
as a conductor, which is a very strenuous job keeping in mind
his condition, to support his poor ailing parents. I then
realized that there is one person who has a harder and worse
than me.
I then reached trichy station and boarded “Rockfort Express”
B2 coach and occupied my berth. Sitting opposite to me was a
young, smart, well dressed person wearing black glasses. I
casually started talking to him about what he does, where he
is from etc. etc. It was then that an elderly gentleman came
and sat. He asked the young guy whether he could exchange
his lower berth for the old man’s upper berth as he could not
climb. The young lad readily agreed. After out tickets were
checked and all of us had decided to go to sleep, I noticed the
young man was searching all over the place for the climbing
ladder which was bang in front of him. To my shock I realized
24
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that he was blind. As he was my opposite berth I started
talking to him and asked about his past.
He told me that he was working as a supervisor in a factory
after finishing his B.E. He told me that he lost his eyes 2 years
ago in an accident in the factory. His employers cheated him
without offering compensation and had removed his name
from the employees list and claimed that such an accident
never took place.
His wife ditched him as she thought he was a vegetable
without eyes. But this guy left his past behind him and started
to learn blind reading. He even started learning many
languages. Today he works as a linguist for a leading
translation company.
Hearing his story I was nearly in tears. I realized that all my
thoughts about my life being miserable were rubbish. I
realized that there are thousands of people out there in the
world have a much worse life than me. The blind guy never
felt that his life was miserable. He told me that he is blessed to
have a life that he currently has. Those words hit my heart
like bullets from gagan narang’s rifle. I have heard about
I became a totally new person from that day onwards. It was
from then that I started thanking god to have given me this
wonderful life. It was from then that I started facing problems
head on without bickering about it. It was from then that I
started seeing disabled people as Differently abled people.
We always feel that the grass on the other side
(pointing towards left) is green. But we fail to see the other
25
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side (point towards right) is a barren desert and that the
people living in that miserable place are not fretting as we are
on the comparatively better place. So the next time you think
that your life is miserable, pause for a moment and think
about these people who have a much worse life and don’t fret
about it. “Don’t live to enjoy. Enjoy to live.”

26
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The Crazy Me
-Uday Kiran
“Day by day nothing changes, but
when you look back, everything is
different” ~ C.S. Lewis
Each and every day we will be tested
with different situations, challenges,
and we are the result of our approach
towards them. As the editors chose
the theme beautifully, when I look
back for the incidents that inspired
me, here are the three things I
realized, that inspired me and
changed my perceptions forever.
You are not busy: Till last year, I was busy using the word
“busy.” Many a times in a day, I used to tell people that I was
busy. Late replies to emails, sometimes no reply at all. Delay
in my response has become my habit. It all changed with one
incident. One day I had to send an email to Saro seeking his
help. To my surprise within 20 minutes I received a reply
from him. The Director of a top Multinational Company can
reply to your email in 20min, what about you? This incident
made me realize that I need to be organized and I’m working
on it ever since. Writing this article after multiple follow-ups,
though! You are not busy, you are not organized.
The amount of respect people hold for you is indirectly
proportional to the time taken by you to respond.
27
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Live in the moment: A beautiful message given by Arna
Chugani & Raghavan Sridhar in an educational session is
something I remember forever, Live in the moment. It was
supposed to be a suggestion to help members to lose stage
fear. But it applies to every situation in our lives. Better start
living!
Clarity: Do you know what you want to do? Can you tell me
that, is your goal in specific? These questions posed by World
Champion of Public Speaking Darren Lacroix in Ovation 2013
had made me think about my future more clear.
How crazy I am:
I’m crazier than what you think I am ;) I love exploring
different possibilities of life. In last two years I’ve tried
Toastmasters, Singing, Running, Parkour, Krav Maga, Guitar,
and Swimming. I’m NO good in any of these, but whenever
you try a new thing it introduces you to a different dimension
of life. Trying different things will keep everything on track.
Did you try something new today? You better do! Time is
slipping away as you read this.
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The Alter-Ego
- Raghavan Sridhar
Writing is a unique pleasure. It piques
your grey cells, gets your adrenaline
pumping in a queer way and sets your
mind wandering off to distant lands. The
first time I wrote I realized that it was an
exercise in self-actualization. It soon
became a passion and today writing has
become a part of me. But the irony of it
all is how I felt about taking a pen when I
was at school and college. I was terrified,
I was afraid that I would embarrass myself and I refused to
write even 100 words. One day though, I forced myself to
attempt writing and the rest just fell in place.
My friends know that I am mad about water sports,
adventures and the stage. But there is something that very
few know till now and that’s my alter-ego! I have, always in
life, been driven by insecurity! Insecurity that one day my
fears will get the better of me!
There have been times when I felt so scared of water that I
used to dread the swimming classes my mom took me to. I
remember the days when I shivered on stage and refused to
speak one word in English. And the one fear that has perhaps
been the longest in my memory is the morbid fear of heights. I
still find my nerves jangling and my head going off into a tizzy
when I stand at the very top and look below.
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But I found the right people
in life and the right
guidance. I kept hearing
the oft repeated cliché
“facing fears is the only
way to be rid of them”. One
day a switch inside of me
flipped and I decided to
step over the line and try!
It was a huge step for me.
On the one hand I was facing the risk of embarrassment in
front of people and on the other hand the risk of getting hit
physically. But I took a leap of faith, literally… and that’s when
my love affair with the sea and water in general started.
Today I absolutely love the idea of a swim or a dip in the
ocean and I am not scared anymore of water.
Public speaking was very similar too and so was writing.
Today I maintain a blog and I absolutely love the experience.
My toastmaster’s journey is one I cherish the most.
Writing this article has helped me reflect on my alter ego and I
thank the editors for pushing me to write. I realize that I am a
man of two opposites (yes even today) and most of my
passions were initially my fears. When I did choose to face
them head on they became my allies! The experience is
electric and it is truly a fantastic journey. I am afraid still, but I
see that there is an opportunity in fear and I like that
challenge.As to facing fears, the cliché is true after all ☺ Face
them if you want to conquer them!
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REVERBERATION - 2014
Reverberation 2014 is the semi-annual
conference of newly realigned District 82,
now comprising of southern state of India,
Tamilnadu and Srilanka. This is one of the
biggest events for the District 82 and will
consist of series of events which will be
remarkable in terms of quality.
NETWORKING - You get to meet Toastmasters from India as well
as Srilanka, in one place and in few hours. Benefiting you in
toastmasters as well as professionally.
BEST OF THE BEST - District Conference is the clash of titans,
Best of the Best from each division contest each other, Witness
the Best of Humorous Speeches and Evaluations.
EDUCATION SESSIONS - Get tips about speaking and leadership
from the accomplished speakers in their respective domain with
the amazing education sessions.
VISIBILITY - Toastmasters conference are the perfect place to
increase the visibility of your club in the district and portraying
the strengths of your club. Maximum Participation will ensure
maximum learning for your members as well as visibility.
FUN NIGHT
In District Conference, you can party with toastmasters on the fun
night and have a lot of fun with your toastmaster friends.

Register before the Early Bird Offer ends. Register at
www.reverbs2014.com
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Imporant Links:

CHENNAI SPEAKERS FORUM
Chennai Speakers Forum (CSF) is a
Community club functioning in Chennai
as
part
of
the
Toastmasters
International (TI). The fundamental
objectives of CSF are to develop public
speaking skills in friendly environment
and to develop leadership qualities by
providing
opportunities
to
the
Members to serve as officers or by
performing various roles during the
meeting. A Blend of Enthusiasm,
Commitment, Passion, Zeal, and the
Desire to Learn – join the Gang of the
Chennai Speakers to get moulded into
the Speaker & Leader YOU want to be.
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CSF’s Club Website:
www.chennaispeakersforu
m.com
CSF’s Facebook Group:
www.fb.com/groups/chenn
aispeakersforum
CSF’s Facebook Page:
www.facebook.com/chenn
aispeakersforum
District Website:
www.d82.org
Division D Website:
www.divd.org
Official TI Website:
www.toastmasters.org
Reverberation Website:
www.reverbs2014.com
Contact:
President-Goutham Varma
goutham_busha@yahoo.co.in
VP-E-Uday Kiran: 9789813400
udaykiran.kantheti@gmail.com
VP-M-Ramkumar: 9940323187
ramkumarsrivaths@gmail.com

